
IPBRICK.CAFE

Digital Workplace

The application is divided into two major areas: 

IPBRICK.CAFE is a private and secure space that provides tools to simplify 
communication and information exchange, in real time, and reduce the number 
of emails (received and sent).

COMMUNICATIONS

In addition to the feed with   publications, IPBRICK.CAFE offers the 
“Channels” functionality, whose objective is to centralize the 
exchange of information. Channels are a part of the application 
that can be organized by theme, project, team or any other 
subject that is of interest to the company. The starting point for 
communication between participants is the Channel Feed, where 
they can share documents and work directly on them, exchange 
chat messages or have a video conference. The information 
exchanged / shared within each Channel is always available for 
consultation by the participants.

It also has a voting area (Surveys), a news area, allows the 
management of the user’s account and profile (follow me, voice 
mail, files) and elaboration of surveys to measure the opinion of the 
collaborators on a certain subject.

Ensures access to all work applications through the Single-sign-
on system.

APPLICATIONS



IPBRICK’s Digital Workplace integrates with the Unified Communications 
solution (IPBRICK.UCoIP) which allows users to communicate by:

EmailVoice Video conference Professional Chat

It has a multi-channel presence management system that allows users to see availability in different media.

The ability to communicate in a centralized way and to reinforce collaboration between work teams becomes 
essential for companies to remain active in the market, especially at a time when everything is becoming increasingly 
digital.

Having easy access to information and work tools from a single application is half the battle for everyone to be 
aligned about their tasks and how to perform them, avoiding not solving questions that can be resolved in real time.
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